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I :Vocabulary

A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.(3)
(content – extinction - provided – terrible – calm - temperature - procedures )

1. We should know about the usual ………….in any emergencies .
2. The …………….of the water was just right for swimming .
3. The………….earthquake in Bam killed a lot of people and damaged the houses .
4. She hadn’t read the letter, so unaware of it’s …………… .
5. Nobody knows what caused the …………. of dinosaurs.
6. The school has …………all the students with the new English books .

B: Match the following definitions in column A with the words in column B. There is one extra
item in column B. (1)

A

B

7. Not excited

a) float

8. Stay on the surface of a liquid like water

b) pattern

9. To a large degree

c) emphasize

10. Give special importance to sth

d) calm
e) mainly

C: Choose the best answer. (2)
11. I couldn't hear him ……….his fingers on the desk .
a)leaning

b)crossing

c)lowering

d)tapping

12. We can ……….the amount of greenhouse gases if we use public transportation .
a)increase

b)produce

c)reduce

d)rise

13. These young plants can't ………….in very cold weather conditions .
a)survive

b)protect

c)support

d)provide

14. He did his best to ………… his arm to reach the apple, but he didn’t.
a) raise

b) stretch

c) release

d) evaluate

D: Fill in the blanks with the suitable words of your own. (1)
15. Your ………………pumps blood every day of your life .
16. This lesson introduces some ways to …………the fear of speaking to a group .
17. Cars cause ……………and release many greenhouse gases into the air .
18. Luckily most of the …………earthquakes occur in less populated areas .
II : Grammar

A: Choose the best choice. (2)
19. He wanted to know ………I could help him buy a car .
a) as

b) while

c) whether

d) so

20. One of the students was made …………..the classroom .
a)clean

b)to clean

c)cleaning

d)cleans

21. Some of the people …………. In this area are very rich .
a) living

b) lived

c) that living

d) are living

22. It was ……….terrible weather that we had to stay home .
a) so

b)such

c) such a

d) enough

B: Combine the following sentences using the words in parentheses. (2)
23. It was delicious food .. All the guests admired the cook.( such )
…………………………………………………………………………….. .
24. The man is a famous doctor . He lives in our village. ( who )
……………………………………………………………………………. .
C: Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given. (1)
25. One of the students couldn't help ……..when I told that funny joke . ( to laugh )
26. Most of the cars ………the environment must be stopped . ( to pollute )
III :Sentence Function

Match the items in column (A) with the suitable phrases in column (B) to make meaningful
sentences. There is one extra item in column B. (1)
A

B

27. Forest refers to………

a) by studying carefully

28. Exercise is important ………..

b) a large area of land covered with trees

29. Improve your average …..

c) is the sun and other planets

30. Solar energy …………………..

d) is the energy that comes from the sun
e) since it keeps you in shape

IV : Comprehension
A: Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. (2)
31. Scientists think that as we use more gasoline and electricity , the Earth is going to get warmer.
This sentence means that…………………………….. .
a) we don't need to be worried about the Earth
b) we are not responsible for global warming
c) global warming happens suddenly
d) global warming happens little by little
32. A smile on your face lets your audience know that you are human and trustworthy , giving
them more reasons to accept your ideas .
The above sentence means that a speaker should ………………….
a) know that he / she is human
b) ask the audience to accept his / her ideas
c) build a warm and positive relationship with the audience
d) try to laugh in front of his / her audience
B:Cloze passage. Fill in the blanks with the words give. (2)
( discovering – crops - extinct – protect - disappearing )
Nowadays people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is in danger . Many species of
animals are threatened , and could easily become…33… if we do not make an effort to …34…them .
For many animals and birds the problem is that their habitat is …35… . Farmers use powerful
chemicals to help them grow better …36…, but these chemicals pollute the environment .
C: Reading Comprehension: (3)
Read the following passage and choose the correct choice.
The teacher's main job is to create conditions that will encourage learning . Teachers must help
students develop their own ability to think better . Good teachers guide students in searching
important knowledge and analyzing possible solutions to meaningful problems . Teachers also help
students understand important values involved in facing different problems . Teachers use different
methods to reach the goals of learning . They also use teaching aids such as books, tape recorders,
teaching machines, pictures and videos .
Good teachers are well educated , know their subject, and understand their students . They are
familiar with the principles of education, the psychology of human development , and the theories of
learning .

37. The passage is mainly about…………………………… .
a) how teachers guide learning

b) how students should study

c) private teaching

d) different teachers

38 . Which of the following is not considered as a teaching aid ?
a) tape recorders

b) teaching hours

b) books and pictures

d) teaching machines

39. According to the passage , good teachers …………………. .
A) should find suitable jobs for their students

b) should not be educated

c) need to be familiar with principles of teaching

d) must be paid enough to teach well

40 . The world " they " in the second paragraph refers to ……..
a) students

b) teachers

c) subjects

d) principles

True or False
41 . The passage says that teachers should use one single method for teaching .
a) True

b) False

42 . According to the passage, good teachers understand their students .
a) True

d) False

Good luck .
Ezzati

